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Robin McCain

is a pioneer in
new media, applied multimedia, computer graphics, and theatrical
production. She is a member of the Producers Guild
of America, Film Arts Foundation, has been a member
of USITT, Bay Area Video Coalition, IEEE and appears in
Who’s Who.
McCain has co-produced over two dozen projects with
Leslie Streit, including God Wears My Underwear, Vlad
Draculea in the Year 2000, the web serial VD2001, Eyewitness, Lavinia’s Dream and Billboard Man.
Currently, Streit & McCain are co-producing Evil Auntie’s Quick & Sexy Family Cooking, a series of short
comedy cooking shows which is being distributed by
RIFF-TV for worldwide on-demand TV and on several
video sites on the Internet, including Current TV. McCain was the illustrator and webmaster for Streit’s
Internet graphic novel Anarchist.
In addition, she co-incorporated NewName Performance in 1989 as its Technical Director and converted an industrial space into the alternative Nouveau Theater. McCain’s skills in multimedia and
her knowledge of marketing and technical production continue to serve her well in developing an
interface between Cinematiks and major corporations.
McCain’s early work in the performance world includes: lighting and sound designer for Theater
Memphis and Technical Director for Rhodes College Theater.. Her position as a multimedia integrator in the early 90s for Intel Corporation included producing and presenting computer based multimedia presentations for the Vice-President for Corporate Strategy throughout the USA and Europe.
Earlier, she was a field engineer for Evans & Sutherland, pioneers in computer graphics, and was
involved in installations for NASA Ames, Boeing, Lucasfilm, Pixar, and the Universities of California,
Oregon and Washington. McCain has been involved in many consultancies throughout Silicon Valley and the Bay Area, including Genencor International, InnVision, Episcopal Community Services,
Wells-Fargo and Blue Shield.
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